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Foreword
The East of England Coastal Initiative has brought attention, funding and resources
to address the needs of our coastal communities, and it has had a significant impact
on national policy.
This has been achieved by recognising and embracing change.
There has been a succession of meetings with Ministers and senior policy leads at
Defra and in CLG – who in turn have come to see our issues on the ground and
applied our experience in developing their coastal policies.
We recognise that we cannot protect all areas of the coast in the future and that we
must make some difficult choices. The solutions need to recognise the long term
impact of climate change and the need for communities to develop their own
bespoke solutions.
Improved involvement of local communities and businesses is critical to getting
improved understanding of the risks and issues we face as a result of climate
change, and of the other social and economic changes that are affecting our coastal
districts.
We need to be creative in developing the options for adapting to change. And we
need to be more creative with funding solutions so that we get multiple benefits from
our interventions. This is already happening in parts of the region.
Because of the Coastal Initiative, and the commitment of all who have been involved,
we are now much more aware of the issues facing our coastal communities, and are
well placed to shape national policy.
We must continue working together to develop a sustainable future for our coast.

Paul Pugh
Director
Government Office for the East of England
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East of England Coastal Conference 2010
1: Executive Summary
The conference, held on 22 February 2010 in Ipswich, was designed to:
–
–
–

Update and hear from those interested in coastal policy and issues;
Achieve “Mainstreaming” of coastal issues;
Empower and encourage local action.

Paul Pugh (Director, Government Office for the East of England) set the scene by
giving a wider context to the Initiative and its range of work-streams.
The morning sessions reviewed the range of policy changes at national and regional
level – highlighting their implications for local delivery in coastal sub-regions.
The Regional Minister closed the morning by emphasising her personal commitment
and involvement in ensuring that Whitehall departments recognised and addressed
the need for new and more integrated policies to support coastal communities.
The afternoon session started with a quick introduction to the region’s four
successful Coastal Change Pathfinders.
Delegates then worked in five workshop groups to explore “Next Steps” on:




Topic A: Adaptation - Educating, Informing & Engaging Communities
Topic B: Evidence and Science
Topic C: Governance and Integrating Resources/Funding

Key issues to emerge were the need to manage expectations by improved
communications to local communities and their representatives and to improve and
to develop leadership that engages mainstream governance and service delivery
processes for sustainable economies and communities.
Finally, Conference Chair, Aidan Dunn (Deputy Director, Corporate Strategy, GOEast), lead a Q & A Panel that highlighted leadership and governance as the key
issues to be addressed in Next Steps. In closing, Aidan thanked the participants and
organisers for a stimulating and thought provoking day.
Next Steps for the Coastal Initiative will focus on 5 major tasks:





Develop a narrative on the range of outcomes and recommendations;
Studies on “Reconciling Regeneration & Coastal Adaptation” and “Economic
Prospects for Coastal Communities;”
Implement findings of Governance Study
Partners develop and deliver integrated Communications Strategy
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2: Introduction
The East of England Coastal Initiative Board hosted the second East of England
Coastal Initiative Conference on Monday 22nd February 2010, at Ipswich Town F.C.
Since the first Conference, held at Lowestoft in October 2008, there have been a
range of policy developments at national level and the Coastal Initiative has taken
forward work on all of the key issues:






Governance – the way decisions are made and implemented;
Achieving effective and informed community engagement in managing risk
and planning the future;
Assessing the value of the coastal economy and coastal assets as a basis for
improved decisions;
Influencing national and regional policy on spatial and economic planning;
Improving the implementation of decisions about the coast, including Coastal
Change Pathfinders.

The conference combined sessions to share lessons learned across this range of
issues with a set of workshops to get to grips with the key issues, opportunities and
actions for implementing recommendations, especially for local delivery.
The East of England Coastal Initiative is an innovative, multi-agency project that
responds to a number of long-term challenges. Our coast is a precious resource that is why we have been uniquely bringing together national, regional and local
partners and interests to collectively tackle some key issues for the region’s coast:
 Amongst the most
environmentally rich, scenic
and economically diverse
landscapes in the country It is one of the region’s most
valuable, often underrated
and underutilised, assets;
 The majority of the coastline
is undeveloped but is
increasingly subject to the
impacts of human activity development and
environmental management
require careful planning that
crosses administrative
boundaries;
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 The coast is home to some
of the region’s most
deprived communities –
both urban and rural;

 The economic viability and
regeneration of coastal
settlements must be
assessed and considered
alongside the future of our
valued landscapes and
cultural heritage.
 We are all acutely aware
that we have a fragile coast
that faces significant
challenges associated with
coastal change, economic
change, regeneration and
(in some places) growth –
all of which will be impacted
by climate change;
To tackle these issues the Initiative is focusing on five areas of work:






Integrating and improving processes we use to make decisions about the coast
Enhancing the effectiveness of community engagement in these processes
Improving the evidence base for considering coastal futures
Providing an input to policies for the coast
Managing the implementation (and implications) of decisions about the coast

By bringing together partners at the national, regional and local levels, the Initiative
provides an important opportunity to consider the long-term future of our coast in an
integrated manner.
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The Initiative is working closely with Whitehall departments (through the involvement
of the Government Office) to highlight issues and test proposals. The work is also
linked to a wider European programme (IMCORE) which aims to develop and test
out possible coastal adaptation policies in different geographic areas by forming
partnerships between academic thinkers, policy-makers and practitioners.
To be successful, the Initiative is aiming to achieve the following:







Better communication about coastal issues amongst practitioners and others with
an interest in the region, potentially through a coastal network or forum;
A robust shared evidence-base to inform policy, process and communications;
Better understanding of coastal issues by communities through improved
communications at a local level;
Policy change at national, regional and local level where necessary;
Effective models of adaptation developed which can be used beyond the region;
Aligned and streamlined governance processes for managing coastal change

The following projects and activities currently contribute or form part of the Coastal
Initiative:
Focus
Integrating and improving the
processes we use to make
decisions about the coast

Enhancing the effectiveness of
community engagement in these
processes

Activities

Leads & timescales

Study of governance arrangements
for coastal management

GO-East (complete)

Pilot Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) project on
Suffolk Coast

Suffolk Coastal District Council
(ongoing, until mid-2011)

Project to identify effective ways of
integrating Shoreline Management
Plans and statutory spatial plans

Environment Agency (complete)

Work to improve understanding of
risk in communities affected by
coastal erosion and flooding

Defra, with inputs from GO-East
(ongoing, until mid 2011)

Project to develop guidance on
empowering communities to plan
for coastal adaptation

Defra, with inputs from GO-East
(complete)

Work to explore how community
understanding of coastal issues can
be raised as a foundation for
engagement in policy making and
implementation

CoastNet (ongoing until mid 2011)
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Focus
Improving the evidence base for
considering coastal futures

Providing an input to policies for the
coast

Managing the implementation (and
implications) of decisions about the
coast

Activities

Leads & timescales

Study of the overall economic value
of the region’s coast.

EEDA (complete)

Pilot project to improve the valuation
of coastal assets affected by
coastal change in North Norfolk.

North Norfolk District Council
(complete)

Study of the value of the coast as an
‘ecosystems services’ provider.

E of E Environment Forum
(complete)

Research on the economic
prospects of coastal communities.

TBC

Improved national planning policy
for managing coastal change

CLG and Defra, with inputs from
GO-East (ongoing)

Informing revisions to the Regional
Spatial Strategy and East of
England Implementation Plan

Norfolk County Council (complete)

Developing an Adaptation Toolkit
for managing coastal change

Defra, with Inputs from GO-East
(ongoing)

Identifying regeneration options and
exemplars through CLG and RDA
Coastal Towns Groups

GO-East and EEDA (ongoing)

Study of potential approaches to
reconcile regeneration and coastal
adaptation

Essex County Council
(September 2010 provisional)

Testing out adaptive approaches as
a tool to create sustainable
communities

Environment Agency
(ongoing)
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3: Summary of conference proceedings
3.1 Introduction
Paul Pugh (Director, GO-East) set the scene by giving a wider context to the
Initiative and its range of work-streams in relation to:




Public Sector Leadership in the region;
Need and opportunities for informing and influencing Whitehall;
Join up of policies and activity to shared objectives – Total Place.

He set out:




Why we all came together through the Coastal Initiative;
Some of the lessons that we have learned – ways of working and how best to
make links between Whitehall and real places with real issues;
Some ideas on the wider relevance and implications of what we have been
doing in relation to coast – because that is where some of the issues shared
with inland communities were most pressing.

Paul outlined the role of the Coastal Initiative, what has changed and the importance
of local contributions to evidence and policy development.
3.2 Presentations on national policy developments
Sarah Nightingale (Defra Coastal Erosion Project Manager, Flood Management)
provided an overview of:





Defra’s Flood & Coastal Erosion Risk Management programme
Coastal Change – past, present and future
Defra activities and policies supporting communities to adapt: Coastal Change consultation
 Coastal Change pathfinders
Next steps for Defra and coastal policy

Defra’s Coastal Change Policy consultation, issued in June 2009:





Announced new Coastal Change Fund > £11m to support community
adaptation to coastal change.
Invited local authority bids to become coastal change pathfinders.
Set out draft ideas/guidance on approaches for pathfinders (and others).
Sought views on proposed coastal erosion assistance package for
homeowners (up to £6k).
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It confirmed a key role for both spatial and community adaptation planning:



CLG’s consultation on new planning policy on coastal change was published
on 20/07/09;
Draft guidance on community adaptation planning and engagement was
published on 8/07/09.

Sarah outlined the range of work being undertaken by the 15 Coastal Change
pathfinder partnerships (including 4 in the East of England). They covered
Community engagement & capacity building:







Engaging communities:
 Community outreach officer (Sefton)
 Work with letting/estate agents (East Riding)
 Involving at risk communities in adaptation planning (Lincolnshire;
Hampshire)
Educational resources (South Hams; Somerset; Chichester; Lincolnshire)
Developing visualisation tools (Sefton; East Sussex; Dorset)
Building new partnerships (Somerset; Dorset)
Community history and coastal change (Hastings; North Norfolk)

They also included adaptation planning and delivering adaptive solutions:









Developing adaptation plans - options and actions - with the community (East
Sussex; Lincolnshire; Great Yarmouth)
Embedding coastal change adaptation in other planning mechanisms: Spatial planning (Lincolnshire; Dorset; Waveney)
 Integrated Coastal Zone Management plans/strategies (East Riding;
Chichester)
 Regeneration plans (Tendring)
Planning with businesses for change (North Norfolk; East Riding)
Enabling continued enjoyment of changing environments: Boardwalks (Sefton; Hampshire)
 Beach access and infrastructure (Waveney; North Norfolk)
 Ramp access for coastal users (Chichester)
Transitional support for communities: Exploring ‘buy to let’ (East Riding; Waveney; North Norfolk)
 Addressing dereliction (North Norfolk; Tendring)
Supporting ‘roll-back’: Set aside land for rebuild (Scarborough)
 Providing practical support e.g. involving service providers (Waveney)

Sarah closed by summarising next steps – with a particular focus on learning from
and building on the lessons of the 15 Coastal Change Pathfinders.
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Michael Bingham (GO-East Head of Development and Infrastructure) gave an
overview of CLG’s new planning policy for managing coastal change.
The planning system does not currently provide much help to a community that has
to manage the impacts of coastal erosion and permanent inundation by the sea. As
all development is effectively barred in these areas, communities can be blighted
because once they have lost the infrastructure that supports their coast-related
economies, they can’t replace it.
The new policy is intended to address these issues by:


Striking the right balance between economic prosperity and reducing the
consequences of coastal change, so that communities aren’t blighted and can
continue to function. And by managing the impacts of coastal change in a
strategic way they can become safer and more resilient over time;



Setting a framework for communities to plan long term adaptation but allow
necessary development to keep them viable in the short to medium term;



Facilitating the continuation of local coast-based business by allowing certain
types of time-limited development (such as beach huts, car parks and cafes
in areas affected in the short term, hotels, shops and leisure activities in areas
affected in the medium term).

The approach is risk-based, founded on the successful principles used in PPS25 of
assessing the risk, then avoiding it where possible, but where development is
necessary in ‘at-risk’ areas, managing the risk so that the impacts can be mitigated.
The first step is to assess the risk from coastal change. The second round of
Shoreline Management Plans provide the best way of doing this, and those
developing SMPs should work with planners so that planning issues are properly
considered when developing the coastal management policy in the SMP, and so that
planning authorities properly understand the spatial implications of the SMP’s coastal
management policy.
The second step is to identify in planning terms the areas potentially at risk. The
policy proposes that these areas are set out in plans as Coastal Change
Management Areas or CCMAs.
The third step is to avoid the risk from the changing coastline. The policy and
Practice Guide are clear what type of development is not suitable in CCMAs, and
how most new development should be located in safer areas linked to the
community to secure its long-term future. A ‘vulnerability assessment’ can help you
decide whether a proposed development is appropriate and safe.
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However where the risk can’t be avoided it must be actively managed, so that the
community remains viable. The policy sets out how time-limited planning
permissions can be used, and the Practice Guide indicates what sort of development
this would be appropriate for, depending on the time before the land would be lost,
so that development that is needed remains safe for its lifetime.
Finally, avoiding the risk and managing the impacts can be brought together into
adaptation strategies to mitigate the impact of future changes to the coast.
The new policy complements PPS25 so that authorities can take steps to make
coastal communities resilient to the range of physical hazards from flooding to loss of
land.

3.3 Presentations on regional policy developments
Joanna Worley (EERA now East of England LGA) reviewed the new East of
England Plan RSS (Regional Spatial Strategy) coastal policy. She set out the
reasons why change was needed and the principles that underpin the new policy:





A longer term view – looking beyond 2031
A precautionary approach to development
The need to adapt to coastal change
Recognise the coasts natural environment and historic assets

She reviewed the range of other RSS policies that are impacted by coastal change:







Spatial policies – Climate change;
Housing – No assumed moratorium on growth at larger coastal settlements;
Implementation – Infrastructure conditionality and direction if local plans
conflict with the Habitats Regulations Directive;
Economy – Strengthening policy guidance on clusters and strategic sites;
Water – amended policy on flood risk;
Coastal Key Centres for Development and Change – Recognition of coastal
change and how the areas will respond.

She concluded by asserting that the revised policy on the coast now provides
strategic guidance on managing and adapting to coastal change which:





Works for existing as well as new communities;
Addresses the need to consider changes beyond 2031;
Strengthens the social and economic aspects of the policy;
Recognises of environmental, landscape and historic assets on the coast.
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Mark Gaynor (EEDA Strategy Manager) explained the structure and objectives of
the East of England Implementation Plan, which brings together activity to address
the objectives of the Regional Economic Strategy (RES) and Regional Spatial
Strategy (RSS) alongside an analysis of progress against achievement of targets.
The East of England Implementation Plan seeks to:






enable greater coordination of delivery
align regional targets and policies
assist in the process of future prioritisation
create common framework for alignment of partners’ investment plans
provide a platform for the development of the Single Regional Strategy

Coastal needs are addressed by establishing place based priorities - drawn from
current and emerging local and sub-regional plans and strategies. They build on
individual documents inc. Integrated Development Programmes (IDPs), Sustainable
Community Strategies and Local Development Frameworks - seeking to identify
those priorities of significance in delivering the regional strategies, along with links
between regional policy and sub-regional implementation.
Coastal issues are captured from the place priorities for:





Kings Lynn/West and North Norfolk
Great Yarmouth/Lowestoft
Haven Gateway
Thames Gateway South Essex

Common issues include:









Flood and erosion pressures
Port modernisation
Sustainable transport links
Regeneration
Underdeveloped skills base
Tourism offer
Specific opportunities
Conflicting priorities

Mark finished by emphasising that:





EEIP offers a real opportunity to ensure coastal issues aren’t peripheral;
EEIP recognises interdependence and the need for integration - between
themes, partners and sub-regions;
There is an overriding need for prioritisation;
There is a danger in single issue solutions.
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A need for buy-in from national, regional and sub-regional partners

The Regional Minister closed the morning by emphasising her personal commitment
and involvement in ensuring that Whitehall departments recognised and addressed
the need for new and more integrated policies to support coastal communities.
3.4 Presentations on Coastal Change Pathfinders
Karen Thomas (Environment Agency) introduced the region’s successful
applicants to join the Defra’s Coastal Change Pathfinder Programme.
In Dec 2009 Defra announced 15 national Coastal Change Pathfinders. 4 East of
England projects were successful - attracting almost half of the national £11M
Coastal Change fund. They were led by North Norfolk District Council (£3M), Great
Yarmouth Borough Council (£0.29M), Waveney District Council (£1.5M) and
Tendring District Council (£1M). Most of the Pathfinders are considering issues that
have strong resonance with the work of the East of England Coastal Initiative.
Within the region’s 4 Pathfinders, the following types of work are being progressed:


Support for coastal communities and businesses faced with coastal change
issues. Improved engagement and involvement of these groups in local
decision-making and development of coastal management and adaptation
plans for where they live. Defra have asked the pathfinders to use and test
the new Community Adaptation, Planning and Engagement Guidance (CAPE)
(Scott Wilson, 2009).



Consider the reviewed Shoreline Management Plans and make links between
emerging flood and coastal defence management policies and potential
consequences for local communities, planners and coastal managers.



Test out financial and planning levers to help communities and planners adapt
coastal areas through potential ‘buy-and-lease-back’ schemes or re-allocation
of landward areas for building to allow ‘roll-back’ of properties or amenities.
These tools aim to reduce blight and retain a sense of community.



Consider new or enhanced access and amenity opportunities for areas of
coastal change that benefit local people and link to and enhance local
tourism-based economies.

These points are not exhaustive as all 4 Pathfinders have additional strands of work
as well as having different approaches to these core issues. It is therefore
anticipated that a significant range of lessons will be learnt and need to be shared
through these 4 important Pathfinder bids.
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The East of England Coastal Initiative identified significant synergies between the
Pathfinders and objectives of the Initiative. Consequently the Environment Agency,
with its Strategic Overview Role for the Coast, is leading on work for the Initiative to
provide support to the Pathfinder teams and try to share some of lessons learnt with
partners as the projects develop. The Pathfinder leaders have met already this year
at a workshop run by the Environment Agency and GO-East to discuss their projects
and identify ways to support each other and share information.
3.5 Workshop Discussions:
Delegates then worked in five workshop groups to explore “Next Steps” on:


Topic A: Adaptation - Educating, Informing & Engaging Communities
(Links to plenary Pathfinder presentation) Karen Thomas (groups 3, 4 & 5) and
Steve Hayman (groups 1 & 2) presented and led discussions



Topic B: Evidence and Science
Corinne Meakins (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Margaret Read (groups 1 & 2)
presented and led discussions



Topic C: Governance and Integrating Resources/Funding
Charlie Beardall (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Jeremy Schofield (groups 1 & 2)
presented and led discussions

Workshops - carousel groups were led by:






Workshop Group 1 - Chrissie Pepper (Sustainability East)
Workshop Group 2 - Jo Worley (EERA)
Workshop Group 3 - John Jones (Norfolk CC)
Workshop Group 4 - Jonathan Price (GO-East)
Workshop Group 5 - Clare Milton (GO-East)

Facilitators/presenters worked with the groups, using their topic areas to contribute
to the overall aims of the conference and workshops:
 Update, engage and hear from key players;
 Progress mainstreaming of coastal issues;
 Empower and encourage local action.
In preparation for the workshops, delegate packs had included:






Pathfinder Summaries for N Norfolk, Gt Yarmouth, Waveney and Tendring:
Overview of the Coastal Initiative;
Speaker presentations
Note on ICZM and Suffolk Coast Futures
Note on Coastal a Governance study
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Note on Coastal literacy
Note on Economic Contribution of the Coast

Discussions and key points emerging from the workshops have fed into future plans
for the Coastal Initiative and are summarised at Annex E. The key points were:
Topic A: Adaptation - Educating, Informing & Engaging Communities




Coastal Communities have unrealistic expectations on future defence.
Planned and structured dissemination of information needed by all interested
parties, especially from Coastal Change Pathfinders.
Sharing of information from Pathfinders with the public requires particularly
careful management in order to manage expectations and avoid
misinterpretation.

Topic B: Evidence and Science




Need for leadership at higher scale than “local” and administrative
boundaries.
Risk based approach to coastal processes may result in perceived lack of
consistent approach.
Need for coastal issues and evidence to play into all mainstream policy,
strategy and programme planning – some big gaps in use of evidence on
coastal issues at county and sub –regional level in some 2 tier areas.

Topic C: Governance and Integrating Resources/Funding






The range of stakeholders, but in particular communities and the public, do
not understand the governance structures and decision processes –
consultation overload and complexity of processes are major concerns.
Issue is buy-in to adaptation rather than just prevention.
There is a mismatch between community expectations, local policy decisions
and availability of funding to deliver desired outcomes (even if they are
technically feasible).
Need to manage expectations, simplify processes and blend “top down” with
“bottom up” in finding and funding solutions.
Need greater clarity on what is feasible – technically and financially.

Finally, Conference Chair, Aidan Dunn (Deputy Director, Corporate Strategy, GOEast) led a Q & A Panel that highlighted leadership and governance as the key
issues to be addressed in Next Steps.
In closing, Aidan thanked the participants and organisers for a stimulating and
thought provoking day.
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4: Conference evaluation
There were over 90 delegates and participants for the morning sessions of the
conference. Numbers fell away for the afternoon and the workshops involved
approximately 70 presenters and participants. However, only 17 returned evaluation
sheets. Responses to the questions in the evaluation sheet can be summarised as
follows:
Which sessions did you find most valuable, and why?
All of the presentations received some positive comments but particular mention was
made of the Coastal Change Pathfinders Summary (Karen Thomas, EA) and New
Planning Policy for Coastal Change (Michael Bingham, GO-East) as being clear,
relevant and addressing specific issues of interest.
There were a number of comments on the good balance of the programme and the
value of getting a comprehensive picture of the range of issues and activities.
The workshops received a few positive comments but it was clear that the
presentations were considered the most valuable part of the day and some found the
workshops unsatisfactory or frustrating.
Were there any sessions that were less helpful… and why?
A number of comments found the Regional Minister’s contribution of limited
relevance and some found the Q & A sessions unsatisfactory (curtailed or dwelling
on single issues rather than solutions) but the majority of negative comments related
to the workshop sessions, especially our management of the discussions;
“discussion being led by a few so not much added value,” “poorly organised and
managed,” “poor opportunities to network, e.g. short lunchtime, and very little
interaction in the workshop session,” “governed by a few and unspecific,”
“workshops were difficult with 3 strong characters that dominated discussion and
possibly away from the discussion in hand”.
How would you rate the
speakers?

Poor

Average

Good

Excellent

Aidan Dunn

0

5

10

000

Paul Pugh

1

4

9

1

Sarah Nightingale

1

2

11

2

Michael Bingham

0

2

8

6

Joanna Worley

3

9

4

0

Mark Gaynor

0

2

10

4

Barbara Follett MP

4

4

4

2

Karen Thomas

0

2

8

7
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How would you rate the
workshop sessions?

Poor

Average

Good

Excellent

Topic A: Adaptation Educating, Informing and
Engaging Communities

2

2

13

000

Topic B: Evidence and
Science

4

6

6

0

Topic C: Governance and
Integrating Resources/Funding

3

5

8

1

What actions will you take following the event?
Most of the actions identified related to communications, spreading the word and
reporting back to colleagues and partners. Some identified key partners and
partnerships to engage with the agenda or specific issues.
Any general comments about the event and what you got out of it?
1) Not really sure there was that much new and no real pulling together of what
happens next.
2) Thank you.
3) As an ageing cynic I was pleasantly surprised at the positive image of
progress that emerged. Much still to be done but changes pending re
Planning and Adaptation particularly give cause for some optimism.
4) Workshops poorly attended.
5) Workshops were useful.
6) Most presentations were informative.
7) Good venue. Excellent networking. Positive feel but affected by some
passionate but ill informed and unreal perspectives. But this does illustrate the
communication challenge.
8) Useful to meet all the various players, but I did know most of the topics before
hand. It is still apparent that there is a need for better integration at all levels
of government and its agencies – but getting there!
9) Need to strengthen the CI (Coastal Initiative) and make it more a) active and
b) better communications.
10) Some feedback from the last EECI conference would be useful. Where is the
EECI going? What is it for? This was a missed opportunity. This event could
have done a lot to identify the synergies of the coast of East of England.
11) Well organised and balanced program.
12) Very useful day.
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5: Board conclusions from the conference
The Board considered the views expressed by conference and agreed five major
pieces of work for the Coastal Initiative to focus on over the coming year:


Narrative – In addition to a range of material sharing the findings of the
different work-streams in the Coastal Initiative, the Board felt that there is a
need for a comprehensive narrative that sets out an overarching view on why
the Initiative in important, programme objectives, scope of work, questions
asked and how the work has progressed.



Reconciling Regeneration and Coastal Adaptation Study – Consultants
have been appointed. The inception meeting took place on 5 March. The work
has a three month timescale and there will be a key workshop about half way
through this.



Economic Prospects for Coastal Communities Study – A Scoping Note
has been developed. It seeks to identify the causes of the variable
deprivation and economic opportunity in our coastal settlements and the
economic outlook for different types of coastal community under different
scenarios. This is a significant piece of work that that needs to be focused
and completed within a six month period.



Governance Work – The Board convened a workshop (6/5/2010) to progress
the recommendations and to identify priorities for further action arising from
the research study: “Study of Governance Processes across three coastal
areas in the East of England.” This activity will feed into the overarching
Narrative.



Communications – A major task for the coming year is to develop and
deliver a refreshed communications strategy and plan for the Coastal Initiative
partners that will address the needs of local communities and their
representatives, as well as those well engaged with coastal issues,.
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6: Next steps for the Initiative
The conference provided valuable additional insight for the Board of the region’s
views on the future direction for the Initiative. There are 5 major tasks under way:






Develop Narrative
Reconciling Regeneration and Coastal Adaptation Study
Economic Prospects for Coastal Communities Study
Implement findings of Governance Study
Partners develop and deliver integrated Communications Strategy

There will also be ongoing activity to ensure:








Better sharing of information, ideas and opportunities about coastal issues
amongst practitioners and others with an interest in the region - including work
with the region’s four Coastal Change Pathfinder Partnerships to promote
innovative approaches to coastal adaptation across the region.
A robust shared evidence-base to inform policy, process and communications;
More informed, timely and effective engagement on coastal issues and
decisions by communities;
Policy change at national, regional and local level where necessary.
Effective models of adaptation which can be used beyond the region;
Aligned and streamlined governance processes for managing coastal change.

Following the election (with the certainty of major changes in governance, delivery
structures and funding for the future) the Coastal Initiative Board is also considering
options for pursuing the agreed priorities for action under the new arrangements.
Coastal Initiative Value to Whitehall
The Coastal Initiative over the last year has been working with Defra and CLG policy
leads to promote integrated approaches on coastal change and spatial planning
policy, linked to influencing development of the RSS and the East of England
Implementation Plan. It has also provided support for Environment Agency and
Natural England to engage with Local Authorities and local communities, especially
through shared messages and communications locally and with Whitehall.
Successes include:








Contributing to development of CLG’s coastal erosion planning policy (Annex
to PPS25);
Contributing to development and content of Defra’s Coastal Change policy;
Support to EA in community engagement and policy integration;
Support to NE in community engagement and policy integration;
Regional Minister drive for local engagement and Whitehall policy integration;
Support for ministerial and senior official visits (Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex);
Much greater understanding of the issues and their consequences.
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Possible roles going forward:





Identifying and supporting implementation of efficiency savings combined with
improved outcomes through better join up and partnership working;
Demonstrations of “new localism” working in practice;
Coastal Initiative partnership can provide central government with flexible
capacity – partners who support the local delivery of complex multi-agency
programmes and can respond quickly to new functions or requirements.
One of the strengths of the Initiative is the relationship that its partners have
built up with Local Authorities, voluntary groups, businesses, agencies and
individual communities in the regions – all bodies that central government
needs or wants to work with on coastal issues. The Initiative is able to align
government programmes locally to improve their effectiveness and reduce
costs and duplication. It can also provide Ministers and officials with feedback
on the impact and effectiveness of policies.

Coastal Initiative Value to Local Authorities and their Partners
Local Authority representatives (officers) have been key partners, influencers and
work stream leaders for the Initiative. Their involvement and influence has
contributed to the following successes:








Content of CLG’s coastal erosion planning policy (Annex to PPS25);
Development and content of Defra’s Coastal Change policy;
RSS Coastal Policy – whilst RSS’s are to be revoked, the policy principles
that have been developed will have continuing relevance;
East of England Implementation Plan;
Coastal Change Pathfinder Grants for N Norfolk (£3m), Gt Yarmouth
(£0.29m), Waveney (£1m) and Tendring (£1.5m);
Seaside Town Grants for Gt Yarmouth (£200k) and Tendring (£200k).
Funding and direction for research to improve evidence base on: Value of
Coastal Economy, Coastal Governance, Improving the valuation of coastal
assets affected by coastal change; Study of the value of the coast as an
‘ecosystems services’ provider; Planned study on the economic prospects of
coastal communities.

Possible roles going forward:







Collective voice on coastal issues and needs;
Integrating and improving processes LA’s and LSP’s use to make decisions
about the coast;
Enhancing the effectiveness of community engagement in these processes;
Improving the evidence base for considering coastal futures;
Forum and vehicle for communications and information sharing;
Vehicle for engaging with marine planning and linked consultations.
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Annex A: Conference Programme
Morning Session
10.00

Chair’s introduction and overview of the day
Aidan Dunn, Deputy Director Corporate Development, GO-East
Keynote – Region’s input to national coastal policy development
Paul Pugh, Director, GO-East
Coastal Policy – Defra overview and impacts on local implementation
Sarah Nightingale, Coastal Erosion Project Manager, Defra
New national planning policy on Development and Coastal Change:
Supplement to PPS25
Michael Bingham, Head of Development and Infrastructure, GO-East
Panel Q & A

11.40

Regional Spatial Strategy Refresh – New Coastal Change Policy
Joanna Worley, Senior Policy Office, EERA
E of E Implementation Plan
– Implications for local delivery in coastal sub-regions
Mark Gaynor, Strategy Manager, EEDA
Panel Q & A
Keys to Progress
Barbara Follett MP, Minister for the East of England

Afternoon Session
13.30

East of England Coastal Change Pathfinders
Karen Thomas, Environment Agency, supported by Pathfinder Partnerships

14.00

Workshops - carousel group sessions to explore “Next Steps” on:


Topic A: Adaptation - Educating, Informing and Engaging Communities
Karen Thomas (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Steve Hayman (groups 1 & 2) lead discussions



Topic B: Evidence and Science
Corinne Meakins (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Margaret Read (groups 1 & 2) lead discussions



Topic C: Governance and Integrating Resources/Funding
Charlie Beardall (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Jeremy Schofield (groups 1 & 2) lead discussions

15.30

Plenary Q & A Panel - Opportunities and remaining barriers to action on integrating policies,
processes and actions to deliver sustainable coastal communities.

15.50

Chair’s Conclusions for the day and next steps

16.00

Close
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Annex B: List of conference delegates
Name
Jerry Coleman
Cat Plewman
Laurence Edward
Sally Minns
Susan Jewkes
Simon Hooton
Steve Rogers
David Webb
Malcolm Kerby
Isobel Borrego
Nicola Currie
Sarah Nightingale
David Wood
Keith Brown
Mark Gaynor
Paul Wood
Jo Worley
Katharine Fletcher
Rachel Ballantyne
Abigail Brunt
Charles Beardall
John Giles
Karen Thomas
Paul Woodcock
Sharon Bleese
Steve Hayman
Cllr Tracey Chapman
Helen French
Hilary Entwistle
Nicola Beach
Colin Edmond
Mary Edwards
Aidan Dunn
Alan Bell
Clare Milton
Jonathan Price
Lisa Roberts
Margaret Read

Organisation
ABP Ipswich
Area Partnership - Poppyland
Artists Group in Suffolk Coast Futures
Audit Commission
Audit Commission
Broads Authority
Castlepoint Borough Council
Climate East
Coastal Concern Action Group Happisburgh
CoastNet
Country Land and Business Association
Defra
East of England Rural Forum
East of England Tourist Board
EEDA
EEDA
EERA
English Heritage
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Essex County Council
Essex County Council
Essex County Council
Essex County Council
Essex Waterways Ltd
Friends of the Earth
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
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Name
Mary Marston
Michael Bingham
Paul Pugh
Stuart Crowgey
Terrence Illot
Cllr Jim Shrimplin
John O’Mahony
Amanda Douglas
Zoë Wood
Peter Jermany
Cllr Miriam Lewis
Nigel Harmer
Peter Garrett
Roy Read
David Lawton
Andy Millar
Gareth Daglish
Jonathan Dix
Shaun Thomas
Paul Hammett
Alison McErlain
Estelle Hook
John Jones
Mark Allen
Michael Hand
Peter Frew
Cllr Clive Stockton
Robert Young
Anthony Coe
Giles Tofield
Chris Edwards
Mary Norden
Gerry Matthews
Paul England
Simon Read
Susan Hanson
Scott Dolling
Sinéad O Donoghue
Bill Parker
Alison Orford

Organisation
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Government Office for the East of England
Great Yarmouth Borough Council
Homes and Communities Agency
INTend
INTend
King's Lynn & West Norfolk Borough Council
Maldon District Council
Maldon District Council
Maldon District Council
Maldon District Council
Maldon Harbour Improvement Commissioners
Natural England
Natural England
Natural England
Natural England
NFU
Norfolk County Council
Norfolk County Council
Norfolk County Council
Norfolk County Council
Norfolk County Council
North Norfolk Council & East Anglia Coastal Group
North Norfolk District Council
North Norfolk District Council
Regional Flood Defence Committee
Renaissance Southend
Royal Yachting Association
RSPB
SCAR
SCAR
SCAR
Southampton University
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
Suffolk Coast Futures
Suffolk Coastal District Council
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Name
Cllr Andy Smith
Jeremy Schofield
Cllr Guy McGregor
Jane Burch
Jerry Hindle
Chrissie Pepper
Corinne Meakins
Cllr Diane Revell
Philip Ridley
Cllr Ken Sale
David McGinnis
Paul Patterson
Sam Hubbard
Stephen Archer

Organisation
Suffolk Coastal District Council
Suffolk Coastal District Council
Suffolk County Council
Suffolk County Council
Suffolk County Council
Sustainability East
Sustainability East
Thurrock Council
Waveney DC & Suffolk Coastal DC
Waveney District Council
Waveney District Council
Waveney District Council
Waveney District Council
Waveney District Council
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Annex C: Conference Presentations and Papers
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East of England
Coastal Conference 2010

Making the most of coastal
assets and opportunities
Conference Objectives:
– Update and hear from all of you;
– “Mainstreaming” of coastal issues;
– Empower and encourage local action.

Paul Pugh
Regional Director
GO-East
Making the most of coastal assets and opportunities

GO-East Role and Priorities

Coast is a Precious Resource
but……..

• Public Sector Leadership
• Influencing Whitehall
• Total Place

Government Office
for the East of England

What has been happening?

Local contributions to evidence
and policy development

• Integrating and improving decision processes;
• Enhancing effectiveness of community engagement;
• Improving the evidence base;
• Input to policies;
• Managing implementation (and implications) of decisions.

INTend
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What has changed?
• Defra’s Coastal Change Policy;
• CLG’s new planning policy on
Development and Coastal Change;

Now let us make change in
coastal areas part of our day jobs
Further information –
http://www.gos.gov.uk/goeast/environment_and_rural/environment_issues/Coastal_Initiative/

• New Coastal change policy for
Regional Spatial Strategy
(East of England Plan).
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Overview

• Coastal Change – past, present and future.

Adapting to coastal change

• Defra’s FCERM programme.
• Supporting communities adapt to coastal change:• Coastal change consultation

Sarah Nightingale, Defra

• Coastal change pathfinders

Eastern Coastal Change & Coastal Planning Conference,
22nd March 2010

Coastal Change – past, present & future

• Next steps.

Defra’s FCERM programme
Our
goals

Better forward
planning and
understanding of
risk

Likelihood of
flooding and
coastal erosion
reduced

People aware of
residual risk and
encouraged to
reduce it, adapt
to it & insure it

Flood
emergencies
dealt with rapidly
and confidently

How will we achieve them?
Robust National
Assessment of Flood Risk
(NaFRA) that covers all types
of flooding
Agreed Catchment Flood
Management Plans and
Shoreline Management
Plans covering all areas
A long-term investment
strategy and detailed
regional strategies planning
25 years ahead
LAs have tools, data and
funding to map and
understand risks from
surface and ground water

Clarify and modernise roles
and responsibilities, powers
and duties for all through the
Floods & Water Bill
Investment appraised
objectively and programme
delivers outcomes, boosted
by material local investment

Improve awareness through
engagement campaigns,
home sellers questionnaire,
etc.

Fit for purpose RFCCs and
IDBs fulfilling key roles in
new delivery framework

Encourage property owners
to fit appropriate measures
supported by grants

Reservoirs regulated in a
modern, risk-based and
proportionate way

LAs develop and implement
Surface Water Management
Plans and encourage use of
sustainable drainage

Work with insurance industry
to maintain availability of
insurance whilst incentivising
individual & collective action

Enhanced national rescue
capability to make sure
trained personnel and assets
are on hand when needed

Develop policy/guidance for
supporting communities
adapt to coastal change

Better forecasting and
warning through Flood
Forecasting Centre and Flood
Warnings Direct
Updated and enhanced
National Flood
Emergencies Framework
and lead departmental plan

Ongoing research and development, evidence gathering, knowledge management and stakeholder engagement, supported by
programme and project management discipline and budgetary control

Existing examples of adaptation

New proposals – supporting adaptation
to coastal change

Recording remains Blakeney Chapel,
Norfolk
Image © P. Murphy

“...we need the views of those who will be directly affected by
the changing coastline on how we can adapt.”
Hilary Benn, Secretary of State for Environment and Rural Affairs
On publication of coastal change policy consultation (15/06/09)

Dial House, Norfolk
Image © Sarah Tunnicliffe
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Coastal Change Policy Consultation

Coastal Change Pathfinders

 Announced new Coastal Change Fund > £11m to support community
adaptation to coastal change.
 Invited bids from local authorities interested in becoming coastal change
pathfinders.
 Set out draft ideas/guidance on approaches that pathfinders (and others)
could explore.
 Sought views on proposed coastal erosion assistance package for
homeowners (up to £6k).
 Asked for feedback on draft guidance on Community Adaptation
Planning and Engagement.
© 2001-2009 Pictures of England.com

Community engagement & capacity
building

What the pathfinders are doing

• Involving community in adaptation planning:• Community outreach officer (Sefton)
• ‘Planning for real’ exercises (Hampshire)

• Capacity building/education:• Developing visualisation tools (Sefton)
• Developing concept of coastal literacy (Chichester)
• Work with local schools and field centre (South Hams)

• Building partnerships:• Developing a new Somerset Coast Forum (Somerset)

• Capturing community history of coastal change
• Work with fishing community (Hastings)
Coastal erosion

Coastal erosion/flooding

Coastal flooding/inundation

Accretion

Adaptation planning

• Developing free-standing adaptation plan (East Sussex)
• Embedding coastal change adaptation in other planning mechanisms:• Spatial planning (East Riding)
• Integrated Coastal Zone Management plans/strategies (Chichester)
• Regeneration plans (Tendring)
• Planning with businesses for change (East Riding)

Delivering adaptive solutions
• Enabling continued enjoyment of changing environments:• Boardwalks (Sefton; Hampshire)
• Ramp access for coastal users (Chichester)
• Transitional support for communities:• Exploring ‘buy to let’ (East Riding)
• Supporting ‘roll-back’:• Set aside land for rebuild (Scarborough)
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Next steps
• Pathfinder programme – running Dec ‘09 to Spring ’11.
• Sharing learning and emerging practice: national and regional workshops – March ’10
 Other workshops/conferences e.g. FCERM ’10/11?
 How would you like to find out more?

• Monitoring and evaluation.
• Coastal change consultation – summary of responses/next
steps.
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/manage/index.htm
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New Planning Policy for Coastal Change

New Planning Policy for
Coastal Change

 What is it?
 Why do we need it?
 What does it do?

Michael Bingham
Head of Development & Infrastructure
GO-East

New Coastal Planning Policy: What is it?
 New planning policy to help
communities manage and adapt to
coastal change
 A planning framework for the
continuing economic and social
viability of communities affected by
coastal change

 How does it work?
 What else did we consult on?
 What’s next?

Why do we need policy for coastal change?
 There are significant implications
for development

 Major aspect of climate change
adaptation
 Positive planning helps
communities manage risk and
adapt

Happisburgh

Caravan site

So why do we need new planning policy?
 PPS25: strong policy to manage
coastal (and other) flood risk
 PPG20 (1992) is restrictive and
insufficiently proactive

Houses at risk

 Need to do more to support
community viability and adaptation
 Recognising the immediacy of the
issues for some places…

Temporary
Defences
100 years

Soft cliffs

50 years
25 years

Failed defences
Photo: Mike Page
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What does the new policy do?

What are the key features?

 Strikes a balance between economic
prosperity and managing the
consequences of coastal change

 Partnership working
 Impacts of coastal change considered
at all stages of planning process

 Provides a framework for communities
to plan for long-term adaptation

 Risk-based: assess, avoid, manage and
mitigate

 It allows certain types of time-limited
development to help sustain
communities in the short-medium term

 Strategic: plan for long-term adaptation
whist allowing time-limited development
that is appropriate and safe

How does it fit with PPS25?

How does the new policy work?

 The new policy complements PPS25

Hierarchical approach:

 PPS25 covers flooding where the risk
reoccurs but can be recovered from
Appraise
risk

Identify
risk areas

(SMPs)

(CCMAs)

Avoid risk
(no
inappropriate
development –
vulnerability
assessment)

Manage
risk

Mitigate
impact

(adaptation &
time-limited
development)

(adaptation
strategies)

What else did we consult on?

 The new policy covers permanent
inundation and erosion, an irreversible
impact resulting in total loss
 New policy will be a supplement to
PPS25

What’s next?

 A supporting Practice Guide
 Extending the EA’s consultee role

Publish new policy and Practice Guide in
Spring 2010 as supplement to PPS25

 Using call-in powers
 Removal of Permitted Development rights
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Existing
Plan
approach
and
Regional
Economic
Strategy

Review of the East of England Plan Coastal Policy
Coastal Initiative Conference 22 Feb 2010
Jo Worley
Senior Policy Officer, EERA Planning Team

Why does it need to change?
Existing
Plan
approach
and
Regional
Economic
Strategy

Why does it need to change?
3. New regional evidence:

Coastal Initiative Socio-Economic research (Globe, 2008)
Who Decides? A Study of governance processes across
three coastal areas (SQW, 2009)

• Reconciling the coastal policy should be treated in relation to
other, potentially conflicting policies
• Misalignment between timescales
• ‘fault line’ between terrestrial and of-shore / marine planning

1. Emerging Government policy
2. ‘Current policy isn’t quite right’

• Insufficient direction for local planning authorities
having to balance different needs
• It does not require the long-term consequences of
coastal change to be considered
• Focussed on preventing inappropriate development
but does not deal sufficiently with the needs of
existing communities and environmental change

Principles for the new policy
1. A spatial focus
Designated and high
quality natural
environments in
coastal areas

Focus for policy
on Coastal
Change
Areas
susceptible to
coastal erosion
and flooding

Addressed by
wider policies in
the RSS
Areas of overlap
that need direction
within the RSS

Areas set for
growth and
regeneration
on the coast
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Principles for the new policy
2. A longer term view – looking beyond 2031
3. A precautionary approach to development
4. The need to adapt to coastal change
5. Recognise the coasts natural environment
and historic assets

Implementing the strategy
• identify those stretches of coast that are vulnerable to coastal
change…..
• take a risk-based approach to development in potentially vulnerable
locations…..
• make clear provision for the relocation of coastal assets at risk of
erosion or permanent inundation….(and) to assist the viability of
relocation, consider using an ‘exceptions’ approach …..
• recognise and respond to opportunities for improving economic,
social and environmental conditions that may arise from coastal
change.…
• ensure, where long-term regeneration continues to be pursued and
an adequate standard of defences can be maintained…
• consider and plan for the implications of differential rates of shoreline
retreat (in line with current and anticipated investment in defences)…

Other policies

Next steps

• Spatial policies – climate change

• Draft Plan to be considered by Regional Planning Panel on 26th
February 2010

• Housing – there is not an assumed moratorium on growth at larger
coastal settlements
• Implementation – infrastructure conditionality and direction if local
plans conflict with the Habitats Regulations Directive
• Economy – strengthening policy guidance on clusters and strategic
sites

• Draft Plan to be approved by Assembly on 12th March for submission
• Draft Plan is issued for public consultation (under the new Act)
• Timetable for consultation is dependent on date of General Election

• Water – amended policy on flood risk

• Evidence base will be transferred to the Regional Responsible
Authority (the Leaders’ Board and EEDA) upon the cessation of the
Assembly at end of March

• Coastal Key Centres for Development and Change – recognition of
coastal change and how the areas will respond

• Anticipate that the East of England LGA and Leader’s Board will
continue to engage with the Coastal Initiative

Summary
A revised policy on the coast which provides strategic
guidance on managing and adapting to coastal change:
• for existing as well as new communities,
• requires consideration beyond 2031
• strengthens the social and economic aspects of the
policy

Further information at www.eera.gov.uk

• continued to recognition of the environmental,
landscape and historic assets on the coast
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Regional Spatial Strategy Refresh – New Coastal Change Policy
The East of England Regional Assembly invited the Coastal Initiative to advice on revising
the coastal policy as part of the review of the review of the Regional Spatial Strategy. The
draft revised policy is below, followed by the policy in the adopted Regional Spatial Strategy.
Draft revised Policy SS9: Managing coastal change
[Please note this is a draft policy subject to possible amendments following to the outcome
of the Integrated Sustainable Appraisal of the draft Plan and the Regional Planning Panel
meeting on the 26th February]
The East of England coast is particularly vulnerable to the effects of storm surges, saline
intrusion, coastal squeeze and erosion, which is likely to increase with climate change. In
order to respond to these impacts and take advantage of the potential opportunities the
strategy for the coast is to adopt an integrated approach that recognises and responds to:


current risks, and increasing likelihood of flood and erosion as a result of climate
change, both within the period covered by this Plan and beyond;



the economic and social value of the region’s ports, seaside towns and other coastal
assets, including its wealth of natural habitats and historic assets;



the needs and opportunities for regeneration and reducing deprivation in coastal
settlements;



the need to conserve, and where possible enhance, the coast’s environmental and
historical assets, especially those of national and international importance; and



the interrelationships between the coast and its hinterland, particularly in terms of
maximising their economic potential and addressing the challenges of adapting to
climate change.

Reflecting this approach, Local Development Documents should:


identify those stretches of coast that are vulnerable to coastal change, and plan
positively for adaptation and / or mitigation, taking a realistic view of where defences can
be maintained to a sufficient standard;



take a risk-based approach to development in potentially vulnerable locations in line with
national planning policies for the coast and in ways which make good use of shortmedium term opportunities to maintain the viability of coastal communities;



make clear provision for the relocation of coastal assets at risk of erosion or permanent
inundation where this is necessary to help maintain communities, assist local economies
and/or conserve important habitats, landscapes and historic features;



to assist the viability of relocation, consider using an ‘exceptions’ approach to making
land available on sites that would not otherwise be released for development;
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recognise and respond to opportunities for improving economic, social and
environmental conditions that may arise from coastal change (such as habitat creation,
leisure/tourism opportunities and replacement housing);



ensure, where long-term regeneration continues to be pursued and an adequate
standard of defences can be maintained, that policies and proposals take full account of
flood prevention and mitigation in accordance with Policy WAT4;



consider and plan for the implications of differential rates of shoreline retreat (in line with
current and anticipated investment in defences), particularly as it affects coastal
communications and shoreline access. Provision should also be made to address the
loss of coastal habitats and landscape features which are threatened by coastal
squeeze.

The existing policy in the adopted East of England Plan
POLICY SS9: The Coast
The strategy for the coast is to adopt an integrated approach that recognises:
 its needs for environmental protection and enhancement;
 the economic and social role of the region’s ports, seaside towns and coastal areas
important to tourism; and
 predicted sea level rise and the adaptation challenge this presents to coastal
communities and decision makers.
Reflecting this approach, local planning authorities and other agencies should seek, through
their plans and management strategies:
 the regeneration of coastal towns and communities, reinforcing their local economic
and social roles and importance to the wider region; and
 the conservation of the coastal environment and coastal waters, including the natural
character, historic environment and tranquillity of undeveloped areas, particularly in
the areas of coastline and estuary designated as sites of European or international
importance for wildlife.
Local Development Documents should:
 adopt policies which support the restructuring of coastal economies and the provision
of jobs to satisfy local needs;
 ensure, in the case of coastal resorts, that:
 the town centre continues to provide for local and visitor needs;
 improved linkages are created between the town centre and the main leisure
area(s) to secure mutual strengthening of their vitality and viability; and
 retailing in main leisure area(s) is limited to that necessary to support the
vitality and viability of the leisure function without having adverse impacts on
the retail function of the town centre.
 ensure that new development is compatible with shoreline management and other
longer term flood management plans, so as to avoid constraining effective future
flood management or increasing the need for new sea defences;
 protect important coastal environmental assets, if practicable and sustainable without
causing adverse impacts elsewhere. If it is not practicable to protect sites and
habitats in situ, including sites of European or international importance for wildlife,
shoreline management plans and development plans should include proposals for
their long-term replacement and the recording of any lost historic assets;
 investigate and pursue opportunities for the creation of new coastal habitats, such as
salt marsh and mudflat, in areas identified for managed realignment. New
development should not be permitted in such areas.
Contact: joanna.worley@eera.gov.uk
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East of England Implementation Plan

Structure and Approach
• Brings together objectives of the Regional Economic
Strategy (RES) and Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
alongside analysis of progress against achievement of
targets
• Delivery programmes classified under seven themes
• Strong emphasis on synergies between programmes
and importance of four cross-cutting areas
–
–
–
–

Mark Gaynor

sustainable communities
health
equality and diversity
climate change

• Identification of sub-regional priorities that have a major
impact on regional targets

Head of Strategy
EEDA

Objectives of the Implementation Plan
enable greater coordination of delivery
align regional targets and policies
assist in the process of future prioritisation
create common framework for alignment
of partners’ investment plans
 provide a platform for the development of
the Single Regional Strategy





Themes and programmes

Achievements
 first region to undertake joint
Implementation planning for the RES and
RSS
 synthesises the corporate priorities of
stakeholders
 based on programmes rather than
projects
 includes a strong sub-regional element
 based on a shared evidence base
 product of a collaborative process with
regional and national partners

Sub-regional priorities

Programmes classified under seven themes








housing
transport
utilities
skills and employability
enterprise and innovation
culture and tourism
green infrastructure

 All programmes have information on
delivery agents, monitoring arrangements,
resources and anticipated results (outputs
and outcomes)

 Sub-regional priorities critical for delivery of RES
and RSS targets
 Number of common cross-cutting priorities
 urban and town centre regeneration
 strategic employment sites
 economic inclusion and access to opportunities
 infrastructure to support growth
 rural and coastal challenges

 Set of sub-regional priorities derive from subregional plans and strategies and/or discussion with
sub-regional partnerships or local authority officers
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A collaborative approach

New arrangements
• Existing RES and RSS become the Single Regional Strategy in April
2010
• EEDA and the Leader’s Board become the Regional Responsible
Authorities
• The Regional Strategy Board incorporates national/regional
agencies and stakeholders
• The Implementation Plan will be its focus until a new Regional
Strategy is agreed
• The Regional Strategy Board will be supported by five ‘Delivery and
Implementation Boards’
–
–
–
–
–

Environment
Transport and Infrastructure
Housing and Regeneration
Business, Innovation and Skills
Social and Community

• Each will impact on coastal issues (and vice versa)

Investment planning framework
Regional Strategy

Implementation Plan

Sub-regional programmes
(LAAs, LDFs & IDPs)

Programme

Programme

Inform national spend/
allocations to regions
(e.g. national transport
routes)

Housing

Transport

Utilities

Programme

Skills and employability Culture & Tourism

Green Infrastructure Theme

•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise and
innovation

Regional programmes and
commissioned services
(e.g. business support,
innovation, strategic transport)

Addressing flood risk
Integrated coastal management
Protecting, restoring and enhancing the region’s
landscapes and habitats
Valuing the historic environment
Delivering greenspace to support growth

Green infrastructure

Priorities by Place
•

Place based priorities for
implementation drawn from current
and emerging local and subregional plans and strategies

•

Builds on individual documents inc.
Integrated Development
Programmes (IDPs), Sustainable
Community Strategies and Local
Development Frameworks

•

Seeks to identify those priorities of
significance in delivering the
regional strategies

•

Links between regional policy and
sub-regional implementation.
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Coastal Matters
•
•
•
•
•

Kings Lynn/West and North Norfolk
Great Yarmouth/Lowestoft
Haven Gateway
Thames Gateway South Essex
Common issues
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Flood and erosion pressures
Port modernisation
Sustainable transport links
Regeneration
Underdeveloped skills base
Tourism offer
Specific opportunities
Conflicting priorities

Coastal issues – at the heart or at the edge?

• EEIP offers a real opportunity to ensure
coastal issues aren’t peripheral
• EEIP recognises interdependence and the
need for integration
– between themes, partners and sub-regions

• An overriding need for prioritisation
• A danger in single issue solutions
• A need for buy-in from national, regional
and sub-regional partners
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Defra Coastal Change Policy

East of England
Coastal Change
Pathfinder’s

During 2009 Defra consulted on new Coastal
Change Policy
Sets out UK Government’s adaptation proposals
for managing coastal change
Links with Shoreline Management Plan Review
and National Coastal Erosion Risk Mapping

Karen Thomas, Coastal Advisor
On behalf of the Coastal Change Pathfinders

Coastal Change Pathfinders
Defra set up a national Coastal Change fund £11M to
support the policy
Local Authorities bid for Coastal Change fund
15 successful bids were announced late 2009 and will run
to Spring 2011
4 successful bids with almost half the national funding are
allocated in the East of England

North Norfolk
District Council and
Kings Lynn and
West Norfolk
Borough Council

What are Coastal Change Pathfinders?
Pathfinder projects aim to;
Trial new and innovative approaches to planning for and
managing coastal change
Improve understanding of how coastal communities can
adapt to change
Explore the costs and benefits of adaptation
Provide practical lessons to practitioners – community
adaptation planning, engagement and delivery of
solutions

North Norfolk Coastal Change Pathfinder
Helping coastal communities adapt to coastal change

£3M

£0.29M

Great Yarmouth
Borough Council

Managing the impacts of coastal change on the
community of Happisburgh and helping to secure
a more viable and sustainable future for the village

£1.53M
£1M

Waveney District
Council and Suffolk
Coast Futures

Tendring District
Council and In-Tend

East of England Pathfinder Locations

Mitigating the impacts of blight and disinvestment
resulting from the predictions of coastal change
where uncertainty is undermining investment
decisions of coastal businesses and community
facilities.
Infrastructure works, responding to past present
and predicted coastal change and which will
improve the economic prospects of the District.
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Businesses
 Analysis, advice and support
to businesses in coastal
communities
 Develop options on relocating
businesses and community
facilities
 Investigate mechanisms for
securing continued
investment in coastal
businesses
 Look at private sector
contributions to maintenance
of flood defences (BCKLWN)

Happisburgh
Create a new beach access ramp

• Cromer ~ Marrams footpath realignment

Beeston Regis ~ Removal of redundant derelict defences

Scratby Area
Community Adaptation to
Coastal Change
 Community led study
 Empowering community groups to
find acceptable solutions
 Community education and
information
 Area Action Plan
 Testing equity release/transfer
 Business support
 Rollback
 Exploration of funding
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Waveney DC and Suffolk
Coast Futures
 Focus on 2 different Communities at
Corton and Easton Bavents
 Workshops to explore adaptation
options, risks & opportunities
 Develop ongoing groups for business &
community
 Development of Adaptation plans for
the communities and businesses
 Development of spatial plan
 Development of a Beach Management
Plan

EASTON BAVENTS
The community at Easton
Bavents is a relatively isolated
group of properties.
Some of these properties are
at immediate risk and all are
likely to be lost in next 50
years.
The affected properties include
chalets, farm cottages and an
art studio.
Predicted erosion at Easton
Bavents will require the
residents to relocate.

Jaywick

INTend
TheNaze

Jaywick

Economically deprived
community at coastal flood risk
Improve the economic
wellbeing of the area, reduce
impact of blight
Acquisition and demolition of
derelict, empty and substandard properties
Education and Information for
community - coastal change
issues and impacts
Community Development
Worker

Tendring Peninsula
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The Tendring Peninsula

Walton – The Crag Walk

T o p o f c lif f
N aze Tow er
B u ild in g
C a fé /to ile ts

B a s e o f c lif f

P r o p o s e d e x te n s io n
o f ro c k re v e tm e n t
R o c k r e v e tm e n t in s ta lle d in
1 9 9 9 to p r e v e n t fa ilu r e o f
th e s e a w a ll

Coastal Change Pathfinders
East of England Projects
Core Areas –
Engagement of coastal
communities through workshops
and discussion (CAPE)
Managingconsequences of 4 SMP
reviews
Development of strategic
adaptation plans with communities
and partners
Testing planning and funding
options for managing impacts to
properties and businesses
Consideration of new opportunities
for Coastal economies

Coastal Initiative Links
The Environment Agency are leading
on a Adaptation work-strand on behalf
of the Initiative
With our Coastal Strategic Overview
role we plan to support the Pathfinder
teams
• ‘Provide practical lessons to practitioners
on community adaptation planning,
engagement and delivery of solutions’

We will co-ordinate lessons learnt
from the Pathfinders and other
adaptation approaches and share
information with other partners and
stakeholders

Coastal Initiative Links
Provide an overview for all 4
projects
Discuss how best we can link
Pathfinder outcomes with other
coastal work
Discuss how best we can share
information with you as work
progresses
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Adaptation and Engagement Lessons Learnt – Environment Agency Lead
As part of the adaptation and engagement work within the East of England Coastal Initiative is linking
with a range of existing projects and approaches across the region to ensure we are learning from
emerging adaptive approaches. This note is a summary of existing key work that the Initiative
partners are involved with around the coast. We will be sharing lessons as they emerge from these
approaches with wider partners through the Coastal Initiative. These projects are in addition to the 4
Coastal Change Pathfinder Projects.
Essex Coastal Renaissance Partnership
A Coastal Renaissance Partnership Board (CRPB) was initiated between Essex County Council
(ECC) and Tendring District Council (TDC) to deliver regeneration to coastal communities, initially
focusing on Tendring. Representation also includes the Haven Gateway Partnership and the
Environment Agency. The focus of this partnership is to look strategically at the coast and to
determine subsequent projects and investment in the area. Initiatives will include: regeneration and
town centre projects in coastal towns, rural initiatives; flood and coastal risk matters, wildlife and
habitat, marine leisure, flood risk and planning, off-shore developments, key ports and logistics
issues, economy and tourism. The Coastal Renaissance Board is mainly elected member and senior
managers and is supported by a Working Group of local officers from partner organisations.
Essex Managing Coastal Change Project
This is a landowner-focussed adaptation project led by the National Farmers Union, Country Land and
Business association and Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group. The project was funded by Defra’s
Innovation fund and will be extended and co-funded by Environment Agency and Essex County
Council for a further 12 months given its success in engaging over 200 coastal landowners about their
flood risk and land management options for the future.
Suffolk - Alde and Ore Futures (ICZM)
This project is co-funded by the Environment Agency, Suffolk County Council and Suffolk District
Council. The work aims to develop an integrated approach to managing the coastal area around the
Alde and Ore Estuary through partnership between Local Authorities, Government Agencies,
Regional Government and Local Communities. The project is developing a workable framework that
integrates a range of existing and emerging plans and strategies to develop a way forward that will
address the longer term challenges to community sustainability, economic vitality and environmental
assets of the area.
Suffolk Deben Estuary Partnership and Stour and Orwell Forums
These groups are coordinated by the Suffolk Coasts and Heaths Unit (SCHU). The groups bring
together a range of coastal stakeholders and community representatives to gain greater involvement
in decision-making processes regarding their estuaries. The 2 groups cover the full range of coastal
issues and assist agencies and organisations working on the coast by providing a direct link to
organised groups to ensure grass-roots involvement early. In return the SCHU facilitates information
sharing assisting local communities and stakeholders in their understanding of coastal issues and
potential adaptive approaches.
North Norfolk Coastal Management Plan
Following the completion of the Norfolk Shoreline Management Plan and Local Development
Framework further work has been needed to understand how best communities and stakeholders can
adapt to some of the emerging coastal management policies. The Plan aims to help local
communities understand the implications of coastal change at key settlements and workshops have
been held in five Coastal Service Villages along the eroding coastline to involve the public in decisions
about their village. Wider communities are updated through regular newsletters and parish Council
involvement.
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Coastal Change Pathfinders in the East of England – A summary for the East of
England Coastal Initiative Event, February 22nd 2010.
Defra’s Coastal Change Programme
In Dec 2009 Defra announced the 15 national Coastal Change Pathfinders. In the East of
England 4 projects were successful and have attracted almost half of the national £11M
Coastal Change fund. The 4 successful pathfinders are led by North Norfolk District Council
(£3M), Great Yarmouth Borough Council (£0.29M), Waveney District Council (£1.5M) and
Tendring District Council (£1M).
The Pathfinder Programme was set up as part of Defra’s consultation during the Summer of
2009 which set out ideas as to how coastal communities can successfully adapt to the
impacts of coastal change, and Government’s role in supporting this. The focus of this work
is on coastal erosion areas of the coast and stems from the Government’s Making Space for
Water Programme- Coastal Adaptation Toolkit project. Bids were invited from coastal Local
Authorities interested in becoming Coastal Change Pathfinders. The projects would be able
to explore some of the ideas and approaches set out in the consultation using the £11M fund
to support their work. The successful projects are now underway and aim to deliver during
Spring/Summer 2011.
The Pathfinders are considering a range of issues that have strong resonance with the work
of the East of England Coastal Initiative. Within the 4 Pathfinders the following types of work
are being progressed;


Support for coastal communities and businesses faced with coastal change issues.
Improved engagement and involvement of these groups in local decision-making and
development of coastal management and adaptation plans for where they live. Defra
have asked the pathfinders to use and test the new Community Adaptation, Planning
and Engagement Guidance (CAPE) (Scott Wilson, 2009).



Consider the reviewed Shoreline Management Plans and make links between
emerging flood and coastal defence management policies and potential
consequences for local communities, planners and coastal managers.



Test out financial and planning levers to help communities and planners adapt
coastal areas through potential ‘buy-and-lease-back’ schemes or re-allocation of
landward areas for building to allow ‘roll-back’ of properties or amenities. These tools
aim to reduce blight and retain a sense of community.



Consider new or enhanced access and amenity opportunities for areas of coastal
change that benefit local people and link to and enhance local tourism-based
economies.
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These points are not exhaustive as all 4 Pathfinders have additional strands of work as well
as having different approaches to these core issues. It is therefore anticipated that a
significant range of lessons will be learnt and need to be shared through these 4 important
Pathfinder bids.
The Role of the Coastal Initiative
The East of England Coastal Initiative is an innovative, multi-agency project that responds to
a number of long-term challenges facing the region’s coast.
The Initiative is considering
the constraints and opportunities facing coastal managers and coastal communities in the
face of increased coastal erosion and flood risk pressures due to sea level rise and climate
change. The Initiative has identified significant synergies between the Pathfinders and
objectives of the Initiative which are;







Better communication about coastal issues amongst practitioners and others with an
interest in the region, potentially through coastal networks or forums;
A robust shared evidence-base to inform policy, process and communications;
Better understanding of coastal issues by communities through improved
communication processes and outputs;
Policy change at national, regional and local level where necessary;
Effective adaptation models developed which can be used beyond the region;
Aligned and streamlined governance processes for managing coastal change.

Consequently the Environment Agency, with it’s Strategic Overview Role for the Coast is
leading on work for the Initiative to provide support to the Pathfinder teams and try to share
some of lessons learnt through the Pathfinders with partners as the projects develop. The
Pathfinder leaders have met already this year at a workshop run by the Environment Agency
and GOEAST to discuss their projects and identify ways to support each other and share
information.
The Environment Agency has offered support to the Pathfinder teams through the new Area
Coastal Team Coastal Advisors. The advisors can co-ordinate and share emerging lessonslearnt to wider partners. This should bring added value to other Local Authority and coastal
partners who may wish to test out adaptive approaches as a result of the emerging
Shoreline Management policies. In addition GO-East has offered to link with Defra to
streamline reporting and develop policy links with Government. In addition GO-East have
secured funding to assist the Environment Agency in communication of Pathfinder findings
at keys stages of the projects through a summary newsletter and postings on the web. A
series of short summaries detailing the 4 local Pathfinder projects are within your delegate
pack including the key contact details for each Pathfinder.
You can contact Karen Thomas, Coastal Advisor (Essex), Environment Agency for general
information on the local Pathfinders at:
karen.thomas@environment-agency.gov.uk
If you would like more information about Defra’s Coastal Change policy, the pathfinder bids
nationally or the Guidance for Community Adaptation Planning and Engagement (CAPE) on
the Coast go to:
www.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/manage/pathfinder/index.htm
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North Norfolk Coastal Change Pathfinder Project
Background

Coastal erosion has already presented communities in North Norfolk with difficult challenges, in
particular losses of cliff-top properties, access to beaches and impacts on our local community
and economies. As a result NNDC was awarded a £3 million Pathfinder grant to develop new
ways of managing the impacts of coastal change on local coastal communities. Even though
NNDC’s bid was for £5.78 million, this award is regarded as a major success – being the largest
given to the fifteen successful authorities. Implementing these pilot projects will directly benefit
our local coastal communities and will also help to demonstrate solutions to the complex
challenges likely to be faced in the future, both in North Norfolk and elsewhere.
Project Outline
Details of the programme are still being worked out; however the projects include:




Ensuring that investment is maintained in businesses that are vital to coastal
communities:
o

by providing bespoke advice to businesses affected by coastal change;

o

raising the awareness of business advisors (as well as commercial lenders
(including banks)) so that they will be better able to assist with businesses
experiencing the impacts or uncertainties associated with coastal change;

o

finding a way to assist with the relocation of caravan parks and other businesses,
where necessary, in order to maintain the vital contribution they make to the local
economy.

Ensuring that vulnerable infrastructure is retained/ replaced:
o



for example the cliff top footpath at Cromer’s western end, the Pilgrim Shelter
(village hall) at Trimingham and the Coast Guard Hut at Happisburgh together
with car parks, footpaths, beach accesses and other facilities as appropriate.

Securing maintenance of ‘blighted’ properties so that they do not prematurely fall into
decline but continue to make a valuable contribution to the viability of the local
community and that the owners have freedom to determine their own futures in the same
way as those in inland settlements:
o

through the development and implementation of ‘purchase and lease-back’
options which secure investment and maintenance whilst properties remain
useable.



Improving the coastal and cliff top environment, especially where coastal erosion has
caused dereliction.



Ensuring that actions are joined up so that changes in coastal defences are not made
before measures to mitigate the impacts are completed.
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Helping the community of Happisburgh understand, record and manage the impacts of
coastal change on their heritage and providing interpretation of the natural and built
environment, as well as celebrating Happisburgh’s future.

Partnership and Support
Support for North Norfolk District Council’s Pathfinder project ideas has come from a wide range
of organisations, including many coastal parish councils as well as national agencies. In addition
to expressions of support, many organisations also offered to become partners in developing and
implementing projects, with some able to offer resources. Two specific elements of the
programme that are being developed in partnership are: ‘helping local communities manage the
impact of coastal change on the historic environment’ (to be led by the County Museums and
Archaeology Service (CMAS)) and ‘establishing an equitable mechanism for securing business
and private contributions towards the long-term costs of sea defences’ (to be led by the Borough
Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk (BCKLWN)).
We are confident that the projects we are developing are oriented towards meeting local needs,
because of the work we have previously done with coastal communities. Success, however, will
be dependent on a high level of local support and we therefore have to continue to involve local
people in the development and implementation of projects. This programme aims to establish
ways in which the needs of local communities can be met, not for any solutions to be imposed;
the objectives and measures of success must come from those who are likely to be affected by
the outcome of the projects.
Communication and community involvement
As the title suggests this Pathfinder project is experimental and there will be varying degrees of
success in the achievement of its stated objectives. Almost regardless of the substantive
outcomes of the various projects, however, the key measures of success will depend upon:


The extent to which the projects match the expectations of local people;



The degree to which those with a legitimate stake in the outcome of the projects feel they
are being meaningfully involved in their implementation;



Maintaining open and accountable decision making; and



The extent to which people consider they are kept informed.

The Pathfinder programme’s success will therefore depend upon local ‘ownership’ of the
project’s outcomes. Therefore there needs to be a continuing process of community involvement
throughout.
Project Management
A governance structure is in place to be led by a Pathfinder Project Board. It will be augmented
by the chairman of the North Norfolk Community Partnership and the chairman of the Business
Forum as well as other key staff as appropriate
Funding
The £3 million budget is split between £933,002 (2009/2010) and £2,066,998 (2010/2011). The
Board has, however, agreed that the two specific projects to be undertaken by our partners
(CMAS and BCKLWN) together with specific interventions that do not rely on extensive
community involvement, should commence as soon as possible.
Project Contacts: Robert Goodliffe at NNDC
Tel: 01263 513811 Weblink: www.northnorfolk.org/coastal/6346.asp
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Great Yarmouth Pathfinder Project
Background
The local coastline has been subjected to erosion for many years and there are historic references to
earlier settlements and properties lost to coastal erosion. This Pathfinder project will enable Great
Yarmouth Borough Council to consider how best to manage a stretch of coastline that has a new
Shoreline Management Policy of No Active Intervention. This is a change from previous SMP policy
of Hold the Line and impacts on a local cliff-top community, currently defended by low dunes and a
rock berm defence. Within the revised SMP, the policy aims take into consideration the affects of the
policy and policy changes on the coastal communities. We are looking at mitigation measures to
allow time to develop an acceptable plan for adaptation.
Project Outline
Our aim is to expand the level of detail and depth of engagement with the community in line with the
Community Adaptation Planning and Engagement (CAPE) guidance, building on the work previously
carried out by Tim O’Riordan et al from the University of East Anglia. We intend to empower the
community group to explore the range of opportunities that exist for adaptation. The Council, with
others, will work with the group, supporting them to develop a medium and long term sustainable
option to meet both the needs of the community and the coastal area as a whole. In this manner, it is
intended that a consensual approach to adaptation can be developed, with the local community fully
sharing and owning the planning and implementation of adaptation strategies.
The issues that will be given particular attention are likely to include


the possible development of a Coastal Area Action Plan, in line with the proposed
Development and Coastal Change Policy



the examination and testing of equity release and equity transfer schemes and opportunities,
such as purchase/rentback, property exchange programmes and business support
programmes



the exploration of ‘rollback’ options and infrastructure implications



sources of external and commercial funding that may be accessed to support adaptation
programmes



a programme of community education and information to engage, inform, re-assure and
support communities and individuals in coming to terms with coastal change

It is intended that this pathfinder project, although initially focused on a single community, will
underpin the development of a template for adaptation which can be applied elsewhere.
Funding
The funding allocation for this Pathfinder is £296,500

Project Contact: Bernard Harris, Great Yarmouth Borough Council
Tel: 01493 846463 E Mail: Bernard.Harris@ncsgrp.co.uk
www.great-yarmouth.gov.uk/index.htm
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WAVENEY DISTRICT COUNCIL/SUFFOLK COAST FUTURES – PATHFINDER PROJECT
Background
Defra has awarded Waveney District Council (WDC) as a partner with Suffolk Coast Futures
(SCF) £1.534 million from its “Coastal Change Adaptation Pathfinder” fund. This is to develop
new ways of supporting local communities to manage the impacts of coastal erosion in a
sustainable way. This work will not only aim to help resolve these specific issues, but also build
capacity within the community and the SCF partnership and to work with other Pathfinder
projects from around the country sharing and learning experiences. The funding is targeted at
two locations with challenging adaptation issues at Corton and Easton Bavents:
Corton. The beaches to the North and South of the village have poor accessibility, and
with a significant amount of redundant coastal defences, the beaches are of little amenity
use. In addition the naturalist beach was recently closed due to the level of coastal
erosion. Therefore the first component of this work is to develop with the community, a
beach strategy and implement the works to bring these existing beaches up to a “blue
flag” standard and make them a real community asset. This will not only be of benefit to
the local community but also to the caravan and holiday parks that are the economic
drivers of the village.
The Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) has identified that whilst coastal defences for the
centre of the village are viable for the short term (approx 20 years), it is not deemed to be
sustainable in the medium-long term. It is predicted at this point there will be significant
coastal erosion leading to a potential loss of a substantial number of businesses and
houses. Consequently, there needs to be a community based plan for the long-term
redevelopment of the village, including where appropriate the “roll back” of those
properties that will be most at risk. In order to ensure the long term viability of the village
careful planning is required with particular focus on supporting the businesses in the
area.
Easton Bavents. This isolated hamlet is the area most at risk from coastal erosion on
the Suffolk coast. Work is to be undertaken engage with the residents to find ways to
plan for the re-location of the community to an alternative location. This will require new
thinking on a range of issues including for instance the development of planning policy.
Feelings run high in this location given the potential and real threat to homes.
Overall Project Outcomes
Desired outcomes for the overall pathfinder project have been identified as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

High quality beach with good access and improved amenities at Corton.
A long term plan with clearly defined actions for the long term future of Corton.
A long term plan with clearly defined actions for the long term future of East
Bavents
Improved trust, transparency and involvement between the stakeholder
communities and WDC to shape the emerging adaptation measures thereby
building capacity within the communities.
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e.

Qualified feedback to DEFRA to inform future policies.

Specific Actions
Actions specific to Corton to include but not limited to:
a.
Initiation and development of community of engagement.
b.
Workshops on communication and risks.
c.
Developing a Beach strategy with the community and possible implementation of
new measures such as:
(1) Work on clearing and improving beaches
(2) Additional car parking
(3) Toilet facilities
(4) Improved beach access
(5) Safety equipment/drinking water
(6) Improved habitat work
(7) Provision of cycleway and footpath improvements
d.

Long term sustainability through adaptation including:
(1) Workshops to explore adaptation options, risks and opportunities
(2) Development of ongoing subgroups for business and the community
(3) Stakeholder buy in to a jointly developed and agreed adaptation plan to
include:
(i) Developed business adaptation plans
(ii) Developed community adaptation plan
(iii) Developed spatial planning plan

5. Actions specific to Easton Bavents to include but not limited to:
a.
Initiation of community engagement
b.
Workshops to explore adaptation options, risks and opportunities
c.
Development of ongoing subgroups for business and the community
d.
Stakeholder buy in to an jointly developed and agreed adaptation plan to include:
(1) Developed Community adaptation plans
(2) Developed spatial planning plan
Project Management
A specific Executive Board comprising key stakeholders including WDC Strategic Director, Ward
Councillors, SCDC ICZM and SCC, with advice sought from GO east is being formed. This will
be supported by a steering group comprising of WDC Coastal Protection, Financial, Planning,
legal’s, Asset Management and Pathfinder Project Officer together with the sage counsel of
Natural England, RSPB, Service Infrastructure managers, naturalist and geological groups and
the Environmental Agency. Advisory groups from each community via parish Councils and key
stakeholders will feed into the steering group. A stakeholder map and aligned communications
plan is under development for the Board sign off and implementation.
Funding
The Funding allocation granted to WDC from the pathfinder fund is £164,000 for 2009/2010
withan Indicative Revenue allocation £399,000 and Indicative Capital allocation £970,650 for
2010/2011
Project contact;
David McGinnis MBE Project Officer, Waveney District Council Tel:
01502 523262 E Mail: David.McGinnis@waveney.gov.uk
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INTend
Tendring Coastal Change Pathfinder Project
Project Outline
The Tendring Peninsula, in Essex extends from the port of Harwich in the North to the Colne
Estuary in the South. This stretch of coast is very varied with soft eroding cliffs, heavily
defended coastal protection and floodplain frontages as well as and low lying rural farmland.
The Pathfinder bid for this area focusses on a strategic plan for the whole frontage and more
detailed work with communities at Jaywick and Walton-on-the-Naze.
Tendring Peninsula – Tourism and Coastal adaptation strategy
Development of an adaptation strategy to consider the possible opportunities to maximise
economic benefits for tourism, and the risks associated with different adaptation scenarios.
This would be tested against emerging policy and the Essex and South Suffolk Shoreline
Management Plan. The strategy would also look at supporting communities and businesses
with the transition associated with coastal change and adaptation planning for the whole of
the Tendring Peninsula, by delivering adaptive solutions.
The Regeneration Strategy for Tendring will be published shortly with the Tourism Strategy
following soon after. GO-East will publish Reconciling Regeneration and Coastal Adaptation
at the end of April, and this document will dove tail these strategies, exploring the options for
new projects combined with new Community Adaptation Planning and Engagement (CAPE)
guidance to deliver adaptive solutions for tourism projects within coastal flooding/erosion
areas. The outcome of this will be for a selection of tourism projects to emerge, which are
deliverable within the constraints of coastal change, and the testing of the emerging CAPE
approach.
Jaywick – working with ECC
This is a community at flood risk on the open coast and a long term plan for managing the
risk is needed. The aim is to support the local communities through the transition associated
with coastal change by providing dedicated support through a community development
worker who will advise residents of coastal adaption and the need to acquire properties in
the area. The role will also explain the current planning restrictions in Jaywick due to it being
in an at risk area. The community development worker will also aim to educate the
community on coastal change issues and the impact this will have on their area, whilst
guiding the community through the process of coastal adaptation and providing constant
support.
The project will also aid the acquisition and demolition of properties affected by the impact of
coastal change, which will help to improve the economic wellbeing of the area. Also, there
will be a reduction in the number of derelict, empty and sub-standard properties in the at risk
area of costal erosion.
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Walton-on-the-Naze – Crag Walk
The Naze Protection Society has formed a partnership with Tendring District Council (TDC)
and Essex Wildlife Trust (EWT) to see the creation of Crag Walk. Crag Walk is a 100-metre
rock revetment in front of the cliffs adjacent to the Naze Tower. It will form a viewing platform
which will include interpretation to educate visitors on the impact of coastal erosion, as well
as providing a safe walkway from which the public can view the famous geological structure
of the SSSI cliffs. TDC are responsible for the design of Crag Walk, the management of its
construction and subsequent maintenance. EWT will work towards improving and managing
key conservation habitats and visitor infrastructure on site.
By supporting this project, residential, heritage and key infrastructure assets will be saved
and the community will be educated on coastal erosion and climate change issues with a
key visitor attraction in the Naze. The funding will also be used to provide interpretation to
illustrate the erosion issues, which in turn will help educate the local people about the
coastal and environmental changes occurring in their area.
Partnership and Support
We have many partners across our regeneration projects. Some of the key partners in
relation to the Pathfinder projects are set out below:
 Homes and Communities Agency
 Environment Agency
 English Heritage
 East of England Development Agency
 Government Office East
 Haven Gateway Partnership
 Natural England
 Essex County Council
 Essex Wildlife Trust
 Naze Protection Society
 CoastNet
Funding
The one million pound funding is split into £146,402 revenue, £853,598 capital.
Project Contact;
Zoe Wood Project Officer, In-Tend/Tendring District Council
E mail: ZWood@in-tend.org Tel: 01255 686187 www.in-tend.org
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Annex D: Workshop Notes
Evidence workshop outline & questions: Corinne Meakins and Margaret Read
Coastal economy












Important to economy of region as accounts for high proportion of region’s
GVA - contributing an estimated £28bn GVA per annum;
Historically significantly underperforms relative to inland Districts, including
lower skills levels and higher levels of worklessness – inland Districts will
need to work harder to meet regional targets if coast does not perform better;
Significant economic inequalities between the coast and inland but also within
coastal areas;
More vulnerable to recession and other economic shocks;
Vulnerable to coastal change which may affect sole/ main employment site in
a sub-region;
Gap in business-support provision around business adaptation to coastal
change;
Seasonality of employment, more significant in smaller coastal settlements
(1500-10000) than larger settlements;
Self-contained economies not well-linked in to wider regional economy;
High levels of entrepreneurial activity but also high levels of failure;
Education as a growth sector good opportunity for coastal settlements;
Region needs to develop a strategic tourism approach, particularly around
“eco-tourism”, which encourages coastal landowners to consider new
opportunities arising from coastal change;

Socio-economic issues







English coastal towns perform poorly in terms of the indices of deprivation
and, of the 37 towns covered, the 4 in the East of England tend to sit in the
bottom half of the league;
Poor quality housing stock in some of the region’s coastal areas - particularly
evident in Jaywick
Use of temporary holiday accommodation, including caravans, for permanent
residence;
Greater prevalence of Houses in Multiple Occupation in the region’s coastal
areas;
Peripherality and remoteness combined with deprivation, as it is in many of
our coastal settlements, importance of transport infrastructure becomes
critical;
Lower educational attainment on the coast with higher levels of attainment in
coastal districts with higher or further education facilities;
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Coast is a wider asset with a role beyond the individuals and individual
communities who live there. The non-coastal population use the coast and
benefit from its success or otherwise;
Valuing ecosystems services project has shown the importance of natural
environment on the coast and a gap in usage by local people.

Managing Coastal change






Where scale of settlement is such that existing development will be defended
in short, medium and long-term, need to engage with issues is reduced. In
such cases, infrastructure and development planning may not take account of
the long-term “shape” of the coast where such major coastal settlements
become more isolated or even islands as the rural areas either side of the
settlements are lost.
Physical constraints of coastal change, as set out in draft Shoreline
Management Plans, may hinder the delivery of housing targets in coastal
areas;
Affects utilities in many ways such as saline intrusion into aquifers used for
drinking water and disruption to onshore technology required for offshore
wind;
Information divide between technicians and those affected by change and
also within bodies;

Coastal governance





Strategies and plans for coastal areas had little to say about the coast coastal nature of places is not shaping local thinking about priorities - issues
tend to be treated as a specialist subject. But actually are very important to
the “shape” of a place;
Dynamism is a characteristic of the coast in most policy areas, not just related
to coastal change;
Areas of tension where governance is important. Tensions identified are:
 Providing employment sites (key to regeneration) in areas of high flood
risk;
 Supporting recreation and tourism in areas with environmental
designations;
 Securing benefits of new nuclear build in a dynamic estuary;
 managing effects of “coastal squeeze”;
 delivering regeneration in areas at very high risk of flooding;
 major infrastructure development in marine environment;
 addressing worklessness and building community cohesion in areas of
acute deprivation;
 deciding whether to defend communities and implementing decisions;
 conserving designated areas in context of greater flood and erosion risk
and potential realignment;
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 economic development in areas blighted by erosion and flood risk







Powers broadly exercised at national scale. Even key planning decisions may
be called in and thus decided nationally;
Private sector key source of resources in the context of these issues –
investments are needed for implementation to take place fully. In context of
diminishing public resource, relationship between those exercising power and
private sector becomes more important;
Comparisons of current arrangements against Integrated Coastal Zone
Management principles – all fell short. Closest North Norfolk – because
coastal processes are immediate priority. Result ICZM has more intuitive
appeal. But concept equally relevant in areas where immediate priorities
some way removed from coastal processes – needs to be used more subtly
and in a formative sense in moulding future arrangements;
Gap in leadership on the coast and a heavy reliance on good relationships
between individuals at a local level to find pragmatic solutions within a rather
rigid framework;

Questions
1. Do you recognise the picture painted by the evidence? What exceptions are
there to this picture?
2. How are coastal issues reflected in the non-coastal strategies relating to your
area? If they’re not, is this important? How should this be addressed?
3. Do local people take full advantage of the benefits of the coastal natural
environment (both sides of the sea wall) in your area; if not, how can we use the
natural environment to address health and deprivation issues?
4. In a world of scarce financial resource, does improving the performance of the
coastal economy matter? If so, what should be done?
5. Where are the remaining evidence gaps? What evidence already exists which
could fill them?
6. If there are still evidence gaps, how should they be filled? What action is
required at a local level?
7. Do you believe that the evidence suggests that there should be specific targeted
action for the coast; if so at what spatial level should issues be tackled; what kind
of action is required?
8. How can we take an evidence/ science-led approach to coastal issues; how, in
practice, can science/ evidence inform decisions? What action can you take?
9. Can you fill the leadership gap on the coast?
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Topic A: Adaptation - Educating, Informing & Engaging Communities
(Links to plenary Pathfinder presentation) Karen Thomas (groups 3, 4 & 5) and
Steve Hayman (groups 1 & 2) presented and lead discussions
Coastal Communities don’t accept there is a need to adapt and assume they will
continue to be defended for ever.
Dialogue through the SMP process hasn’t helped in places which still have a hold
the line policy in areas where EA flood defence funding is unlikely.
Is it about lack of overall management and investment (when considered as a
proportion of GDP, regionally and nationally)? The EA aren’t given enough money to
do the job properly. Defra model for allocating flood defence funding is about
rationing between hyper-competing demands rather than effective management of
flood risk and erosion.
Will there be funding available for other areas to undertake work similar to the
Pathfinders projects?
Pathfinder projects should be looking at the bigger picture, such as longer term
defence and funding mechanisms / opportunities. The time constraints on the
projects make it difficult to come up with innovative solutions.
Alternative funding mechanisms similar to the Internal Drainage Board or a fuel duty
escalator type mechanism on insurance companies were discussed.
In areas where farmers or land owners are given responsibility to maintain defences
it was thought to be unlikely to be economically viable. Would a cost benefit show it
was just too expensive to maintain coastal farmland for growing food? A
stewardship type scheme to contribute to maintaining defences was suggested.
Discussion over the dissemination of information regarding coastal matters – the
Coastal Initiative Pathfinder outcomes should be a cornerstone of this.
Defra’s website should provide the national context with links to other sites (e.g
Waveney is setting up its own Pathfinder website). Useful if ths could pull out the key
themes and links and address common queries through, for example, a FAQ section
The East Anglian Coastal Group should be the main forum for sharing information
and experience – important that Pathfinder authorities attend. Outcomes should feed
up to Defra and help inform funding decisions.
EA has quarterly meetings with each Pathfinders
Up-to-date info on websites helpful for NGOs, etc. who don’t have the resources to
attend all the meetings in each area.
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Pathfinders need to be careful over how information is spread into the public realm to
avoid raising expectations – public engagement is important but needs to be
managed carefully.
Coastal Initiative also has a role to act as a gatekeeper or portal for the work in each
Pathfinder.
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Topic B: Evidence and Science
Corinne Meakins (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Margaret Read (groups 1 & 2) presented and
lead discussions
Issue raised around the sustainability of a cuspate coast. Region needs to consider
this issue not only related to access and infrastructure but also how this will affect
coastal processes - possible that will be more stable as embayments work in
Singapore has shown this.
Believe that have enough evidence on coastal processes - will always follow the
least unsustainable method and studies will not always find answers.
There is a need for leadership at a higher spatial scale than local because coastal
issues cross admin boundaries and there is a need to balance community
aspirations and interests; local government has a strong role in building capacity for
local communities to engage in discussion.
A risk-based approach to coastal processes may result in a lack of consistency.
Policy and action responses need to be as dynamic as the problem and there needs
to be a strong recognition that the solutions may lie outside of the coastal area.
Beauty of the coast does not prevent solutions to economic issues such as light
industry, e.g. West coast of Ireland has developed an appropriate industrial base.
Business may be a major part of the solution to coastal issues so very important that
the pathfinder results are shared.
Counties should have a portfolio holder for coastal issues and legislation should
reflect this requirement; Districts often don't have the critical mass to take leadership
role so must work together to do this - this will also be required from a financial
perspective.
Important to invest in the people who are the leaders, not necessarily the
organisations - RFDCs for example should look for people with passion and ideas
and wider than own organisations to do this.
Needs to be an acceptance within central Government that coastal issues are
important and need a focus. There should be funding for coastal regeneration and a
push for Local Authorities to look more strategically at their coastal areas.
No single body is currently tasked at a national level to give leadership on coastal
issues and to co-ordinate action of the coast.
Emergencies and a common enemy lead to a commitment to action - the coast
needs to find champions.
Local Economic Assessments must take account of coastal evidence, e.g. Globe.
Information on coastal issues needs to be provided to the grass roots to enable
engagement.
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Communities need to trust the information that is provided. Communities on the Blyth
did not believe the evidence presented by consultants commissioned by the EA, so
private consultants were commissioned which came up different results. It would
have been more cost effective to pool resources and commission a single project
that involved the community and achieving a consensus position.
Local Authorities need to use funding better by combining funding streams.
Too much focus on whether Climate Change is caused by humans. Need to accept
the climate is changing as it always has done.
Need for strong leadership – perhaps a County Council Member Champion or Port
Folio holder for the coast. Also the leadership needs to have a long-term vision,
which is not always achieved through Members with fixed term positions, elections to
win and short-term spending budgets.
There was a view that County Councils don’t really give much of a lead at the
moment. Leadership for the coast needs to be a statutory responsibility if it is going
to have any teeth. Strong Leadership and action tends to come following a disaster
or in response to a common enemy. Need to stimulate action without either of these.
To help build the case for a larger slice of the Environment Agency’s flood defence
pot, need to understand the economic value of an area, an input-output model of an
estuary for example. Locally, if there is a much better understanding of assets that
will be lost they might be more amenable to contributing to defence costs – perhaps
through an increase in council tax if the increase was ring-fenced for defence
purposes. As the coast is used by people outside the district, or even county area,
some people though a council tax mechanism was unfair and it should be Nationally
funded.
Concerns raised over the processes used to gather evidence.
Sustainability of the SMP is an issue.
A question as to which evidence/studies should or can be used? (ICE report
mentioned).
The ever changing coastline makes it almost impossible to sustain evidence.
SMP – It is impossible to identify keys areas as eventually either side of the areas
chosen will be effected.
Strategic Context
Lack of consistency in approach to SMP’s.
The Infrastructure Planning Commission - needs to be factored in to balance.
Should be governed at a high level i.e. top tier LA.
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Arbitration system would be useful.
There is no one solution! But it does need some form of governance in each LA
Local Authorities should be taking a leadership role, ensuring all relevant partners a
engaged.
The SMP is not statutory, plus there are many other elements that sit outside the
plan which also need to be considered.
Local Authorities would like to lead but there is lack of coherence between
Government Departments / Agencies in bringing this all together.
Accessibility to funding.
How do we decide and evidence decisions on compensation v defence.
Evidence
We started from a very low base in this Region.
There is a need to learn from other regions as we are so far behind.
We need to look at similar areas/communities affected in other regions.
There is frustration from the community that there has been so much work carried
out in terms of research. We need to reassure and educate the community also
ensuring that they are engaged in delivery.
Education is an issue both up and down the chain. Educating the community is key
as lack of understanding is an issue.
Variation in study results depending on who has conducted the research!
Government Departments etc seem to working to national indicators and targets
which is affecting actions and local priorities.
Reference to Globe 2008 socio-economic study - 1.6 million people live in coastal
districts in the East of England and the area has a GVA of £24 billion etc.
No surprises form Globe research – need to understand how to resolve the
challenges revealed - governance and funding are the root issues here.
Some felt that the protection to the natural environment was out of kilter with that
afforded to human rights.
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Concern form some that Agencies / Government Departments were all working to
set performance indicators/targets and this was skewing their actions and not always
addressing local priorities.
Important to increase the level of understanding at the community level of the
realities of natural processes and the inter-connectedness of actions on the coast
(e.g. longshore drift - defending the nationally important gas installation at Bacton
would accelerate erosion at Happisburgh).
Decision needed was to defend or to compensate.
Need to agree on information (e.g. Environment Agency’s Blythe estuary strategy
and the disagreement over the info. Supporting that) or communicate better the
inherent level of uncertainty with information on coastal processes.
Some concern over SMPs and the lack of consultation over this process – strongly
countered by EA rep on the group who pointed to strong engagement in developing
SMP policy.
Issue one of not being able to please all the people all the time and the need for
Govt to take firm action – however, tendency to avoid this and go for strategy and
consultation overload instead.
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Topic C: Governance and Integrating Resources/Funding
Charlie Beardall (groups 3, 4 & 5) and Jeremy Schofield (groups 1 & 2) presented
and lead discussions
Spatial implications of talking about “the coast” can lose the influence / impacts of
inland areas. The Coast must not be looked at in isolation. There is greater need for
more integration, which is talked about a lot, but does not take place in practice. For
example Maldon is a largely rural coastal district but is influenced largely by
neighbouring inland districts.
In 2-tier areas, the Counties should have a stronger role.
On a Council-member density basis, it was felt that Members from coastal areas
didn’t have a loud enough voice in County Councils, e.g. Norfolk County Council,
there was a perception that it is very much focused on Norwich, which a large
number of members represent compared to the members from coastal
constituencies.
There needs to be an overarching body / person with responsibility / leadership /
coordination role (in terms of funding available as well as decisions and overseeing
implementing policy) for the coast. There are so many agencies / bodies working on
the coast but there needs to be an overarching view. This has been recognised for
flooding through the Floods Bill.
The group also felt that the science of climate change is very poorly understood –
needs to be a consistent message (this was raised in relation to the slide that
summarised UKCP09 that said there would be Sea Level Rise would be around
37cm by the end of the century – which is considerably less than other projections /
models that Defra has used in the past).
Reference to the SQW Governance Study Report:
Education – people (community) do not understand governance structure and
funding arrangements. They are not being provided with clear information.
Need to detail funding; pooling and education to ensure buy in
Too many initiatives, consultations, workshops etc with no real decisions being made
Local community buy in to adaptation rather than prevention an issue
Drawback of too many plans and consultation overload and complexity
Clarity on what is feasible in both technical and financial.
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Marine Planning
There is a mismatch between Local Authorities on decisions made and funding
allocations
SQW report is good and has started to draw out key issues
Raising expectations is dangerous and SLMP can be used to give a helpful message
Simplified process needed. The RSS does acknowledge this
Need for greater assurance of a funding stream from the Environment Agency
Reference to SQW’s report for the Coastal Initiative on governance – no strong
dispute with its findings – need to blend the ‘top down’ with the ‘bottom up’ in
addressing issues
Some concerns from the Local Authority point of view that there were too many
initiatives, consultations, workshops – death by buffet lunches when the fundamental
issue was one of funding and taking tough decisions reflecting the financial
impossibility of defending the entire coast.
Some discussion over the relative merits of funding defences or funding adaptation.
Often the latter can cost more and there were not adequate funds for this. Often
don’t have the local buy in over adaptation.
Biggest single problem was lack of information and understanding at the local level.
Feeling by some that SMPs were a disaster for local communities on the coast –
reference to North Norfolk rejecting the SMP and developing local solutions.
Issue if managing expectation and the drawback of too many plans and consultation
overload and complexity.
Need for more honesty and what is feasible in both technical and financial terms.
Silo mentality still very much a Government department issue – locally more
collaborative ways of working have been developed. Government needs to follow
suit. Defra countered this and said progress was being made to take a crossdepartmental approach to the coast.
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